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Enrich Your Journey

We believe the best journeys enrich and enlighten you, so we have developed a selection of optional excursions that show you 

local culture-from architectural treasures to artistic masterpieces, natural wonders to historic marvels, and long-cherished 

traditions to culinary delights.

What Sets Viking Excursions Apart

Our excursions are carefully designed by experienced, licensed and insured tour planners to provide the perfect overview of 

must-see cultural and historic highlights, with some delightful surprises. Professional, English-speaking guides give you an 

insider’s view of their country and culture, bringing you closer to the art, architecture, history and people that define your 

destination. In many ports, we have timed our shore excursions for maximum immersion, letting you join up to three in one day 

if the schedule permits.

Reserve Online at MyVikingJourney.com

Your invoice will tell you when your shore excursions are open for booking. Once they are available, log in to your account at 

MyVikingJourney.com and reserve them online for priority processing; there is no phone call to make. Though you can book 

your shore excursions up until 7 days before your sail date, we recommend reserving as soon as possible . You can do so with 

peace of mind as our website securely accepts credit card payments. After we process your payment, we will send your 

confirmation by email. If you prefer, you may call your Travel Agent to reserve your shore excursions.

.

About Your Excursions

Your cruise features one included excursion in each port of call; some are walking tours and others are via motor coach or a 

combination of walking and coach. Our excursion motor coaches are often just a few years old, are usually air conditioned and 

typically include restrooms. Drives rarely take more than two hours; nearly all have frequent sightseeing stops.

Sundays & Holidays

In many countries, shops, public buildings and banks are closed Sundays and public holidays; also, businesses in smaller 

towns may close for several hours midday. In these cases, a particular excursion or portion of visit may not be available, and 

your itinerary will vary. If you are exploring on your own on these days, your Program Director or Guest Services can suggest 

alternatives.

Optional Excursions

To further enhance your experience, we sometimes offer optional excursions should you want to visit an additional site or 

maximize your time in port. Details on these follow. Note that the order of visits may vary.
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EXCURSION TYPE ACTIVITY LEVEL FEATURES

Sightseeing

Special Interest

Active

Natural World

Local Life

Working World

Privileged Access

Easy

Moderate

Demanding

Wheelchair

Meal

Snack

Shopping

Guest Favorite

UNESCO

After Dark

Guest: Mr Paul J  Wigowsky Booking Number: 5037510

Activity Levels

Walking tours are often over uneven ground or cobblestones and may include stairs and inclines. We have graded all our tours 

by activity level below, but feel free to ask your Program Director should you have any questions.

Easy

Walking portions are generally over easy surfaces, but may be uneven in parts and contain some step-ups and slight inclines. 

Total time walking or standing is normally not longer than 1.5 hours. Guests may need to board and disembark transport, 

including coaches, trains and boats.

 

Moderate

Walking portions may be long and somewhat challenging with occasional step-ups, stairs, inclines and uneven ground. Total 

time walking or standing normally ranges from 1.5 to 3 hours. Guests may need to board and disembark transport, including 

coaches, trains and boats.

 

Demanding

Physically challenging activities, including extensive walking, hiking, riding, water sports and excursions at high altitudes. 

Activities by foot may contain difficult and unpaved surfaces and/or multiple stairs and steep inclines. Total time walking or 

standing may exceed 3 hours. Guests may need to board and disembark transport, including coaches, trains and boats.

 

Wheelchair (available on Ocean cruises only)

Activities are suitable for wheelchair users. Guests in wheelchairs must be aided by an able-bodied companion; Viking staff is

unable to assist with pushing wheelchairs or bringing them on or off the ship.

Beach Experience

Culinary

Cultural
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Amsterdam

Duration: 9.50 Hours

NLAMSPSO02   The Hague & Rotterdam

Tour Price: $149.00 USD

May 15, 2019  08:30 AMDate:

Holland’s Centers of Commerce and Modernity -- Visit the cultural and royal capitals of coastal Holland on an enlightening 

excursion. Drive with your guide to The Hague, the monarchy’s residence and the governmental seat of The Netherlands. Enjoy 

a brief walking tour that takes you to the splendid Binnenhof, a sprawling castle and home to the Dutch government. Continue to 

the Mauritshuis, home to three of Vermeer’s paintings: “Diana and Her Nymphs,” the townscape view of Delft and the 

world-famous “Girl with a Pearl Earring.” Next, drive to Rotterdam, The Netherlands’s cosmopolitan and forward-thinking gem. 

Stop at the city’s Market Hall to browse the selection of vegetables and cheeses from local farms. Then get to know this 

innovative city and its cutting-edge architecture during a walking tour. Later, embark a boat for a fascinating cruise into the 

busiest harbor in Europe. As you sail past thousands of container vessels, admire the scenic cityscape from the water.

Duration: 2.00 Hours

NLAMSPSI01   Amsterdam Walking Tour

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 15, 2019  09:30 AMDate:

Romantic Canals and Fairy-Tale Gabled Houses -- Get acquainted with the neighborhood around your hotel and discover 

why romantic Amsterdam is a city best explored on foot. You will meet your guide and set out into the charming streets. As you 

walk, admire the countless gabled houses. The city’s old tax code shaped these quaint homes into what they are today: Builders 

were taxed based on the frontage of their dwelling. Follow the tranquil canals (grachten) to the city’s open squares (pleinen) 

where cafes and shops greet you. The 60 miles of canals keep the waters of the North Sea at bay with a series of sluices at the 

city’s perimeter. In all, the network of canals forms a horseshoe shape with Centraal Station at the center of the mouth. Your 

guide will give you tips on getting around and staying oriented during your stay, and on walking in harmony among the many 

bicyclists and trams.

Duration: 6.00 Hours

NLAMSSEO04   Historic Haarlem

Tour Price: $129.00 USD

May 15, 2019  12:00 PMDate:

City of Beer, Almshouses and Art -- Journey to historic Haarlem, revered for its church brewery and its grand collection of 

paintings by Dutch masters. After a drive with your guide, stop at the unique Restaurant Jopenkerk, a former church in the city 

center; enjoy lunch and a tasting of three Jopen beers. On a walking tour, you will pass some of the city’s “hofjes,” or 

almshouses, provided by Dutch cities since the 14th century to house single elderly women who, in many cases, have nowhere 

else to live. See the Hofje van Loo and the Brouwershofje, among other historic houses, and the city’s famed square where five 

streets meet. Next, during a guided visit of the Frans Hals Museum, admire the work of Haarlem’s Old Masters of the Golden 

Age, including the world’s largest collection of paintings by Frans Hals. Later, enjoy free time at the eclectic Warmoesstraat 

shopping district before returning to your ship.
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Guest: Mr Paul J  Wigowsky Booking Number: 5037510

Duration: 3.00 Hours

NLAMSSEO14   A Taste of Amsterdam

Tour Price: $99.00 USD

May 15, 2019  02:30 PMDate:

Stroll the Streets of Amsterdam and Sample Local Bites -- Explore an off-the-beaten-path neighborhood of Amsterdam and 

enjoy a culinary kaleidoscope of Dutch favorites. Take a tram ride to the trendy district of Jordaan and explore its wealth of 

quaint boutiques and cozy eateries. Visit one of the city’s most historic sites and enjoy a glass of jenever, gin’s Dutch cousin, 

and a piping-hot bitterbal, a deep-fried delicacy best enjoyed with a dollop of mustard. Head through the narrow streets and 

stroll along the canals, peppered with picturesque bridges, to your next stop. Here, you will sample a selection of cheeses under 

the guidance of an expert and learn about how the intricacies of the warehouse environment are nurtured to produce this fine 

tasting delicacy. Round off your tour with a visit to a Dutch pancake house, where you will sample silver-dollar-size fluffy 

pancakes, otherwise known as poffertjes, sprinkled with powdered sugar.

Duration: 5.00 Hours

NLAMSSEO03   Keukenhof Gardens

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 16, 2019  08:00 AMDate:

The Greatest Flower Show on Earth -- Walk the flower-lined footpaths of one of the most renowned flower gardens in the 

world. Every spring, a vibrant, multihued carpet blankets the 70 acres at Keukenhof Gardens. Some 7 million flowers are said to 

bloom here: tulips, daffodils, hyacinths, lilies, bluebells, crocuses and countless others form graceful ribbons along pathways 

and brooks and fill greenhouses and fields to bursting. Stroll among 100 varieties of tulips on these 15th-century hunting 

grounds. Breathe in glorious scents as you loop through Gerbrand’s circular garden and mingle among sculptures and statuary. 

Admire Keukenhof Castle, where a countess once sorted herbs in her “kitchen garden.” You can also step back in time in the 

historical garden, where old tulip varieties and 17th-century daffodils grace a castle’s garden.

Duration: 8.00 Hours

NLAMSSEO05   Amsterdam's Golden Age

Tour Price: $249.00 USD

May 16, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

Legacies of a Prosperous Mercantile Past -- Peruse the work of the Dutch Masters, cruise Amsterdam’s charming waterways 

and visit a fascinating patrician museum during this leisurely full-day excursion. Meet your guide and drive to the city’s 

picturesque Museumplein, or Museum Square. Visit the galleries of the world-renowned Rijksmuseum, home of Rembrandt’s 

most famous masterpiece, “The Night Watch.” After time to explore the museum’s vast collection, some of it commissioned by 

the wealthy merchant class of the Dutch Golden Age, embark a boat for a relaxing and informative cruise through the city’s 

endless network of canals. After lunch, continue on foot to one of the city’s patrician canal house museums. Here, gain insight 

into the lives of Amsterdam’s 17th-century elite. View period furnishings, artwork and elegant rooms and gardens that look 

much as they did when the wealthy filled their coffers with profits from the burgeoning overseas spice trade. Note: This tour 

involves significant walking and may not be suitable for guests with mobility issues.
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Guest: Mr Paul J  Wigowsky Booking Number: 5037510

Duration: 3.00 Hours

NLAMSSEO02   Jewish Amsterdam

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 16, 2019  09:30 AMDate:

Amsterdam’s Jewish Past Beyond Anne Frank -- Uncover Amsterdam’s fascinating Jewish history during visits to several 

important landmarks. Until the Holocaust, Jews comprised 10 percent of Amsterdam’s population, many of them descended 

from those who fled Spain and Portugal in the 16th and 17th centuries. The religious acceptance they enjoyed in the Dutch 

Republic was unequaled throughout Europe. To witness their rich legacy, drive with your guide to the Portuguese Synagogue, 

which served one of Europe’s largest and richest Jewish communities in the Dutch Golden Age. After a guided tour, walk into 

the heart of the former Jewish Quarter to the Jewish Historical Museum, occupying four Ashkenazi synagogues. Here, you will 

explore the only institution in The Netherlands dedicated solely to the religion and its history and culture. Next, visit the 

Hollandsche Schouwburg. This 19th-century theater was converted into a deportation center by the Nazis and today is an 

important monument to those who were lost.
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Kinderdijk

Duration: 2.00 Hours

NLKIJSEI01   Kinderdijk Windmills

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 17, 2019  08:30 AMDate:

The Largest Concentration of Windmills in The Netherlands -- See the picturesque Dutch countryside and the original 

technological marvels of historic Kinderdijk, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. You will walk with your guide into the serene 

polder lands of South Holland. As you cross the dike to the windmills, you will notice that they in fact are at a lower elevation 

than your ship, as much of this part of The Netherlands is below sea level. Built in the mid-18th century, these 19 windmills, the 

largest concentration in The Netherlands, stand like sentinels on a hushed landscape. You will learn why they were built and see 

firsthand how they work, even stepping into a working windmill to observe its mechanics and living quarters. Families who live in 

these mills are required to keep them in working order. This excursion provides a revealing look at these marvelous buildings 

that helped shape the legendary Dutch landscape.

Duration: 4.50 Hours

NLKIJSEI02   Kinderdijk Windmills & Dutch Cheese Making

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 17, 2019  08:30 AMDate:

Two Icons of Dutch Cultural Heritage -- See the picturesque Dutch countryside as you explore The Netherlands’ 

world-famous cheeses and windmills. Visiting a cheese farm, get an in-depth look at how one of The Netherlands’ top products 

is made. Upon arrival, enjoy a walk around the farm with your hosts, busy farmers making their living off the earth. Later, meet 

the cheese makers who patiently create their product from fresh milk and learn the craft, process and history of cheese making, 

which dates back to pre-Christian times. By lesson’s end, there will be plenty of cheese for sampling. You will also visit 

Kinderdijk’s 19 historic windmills, the largest group in The Netherlands and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. In South Holland’s 

polder lands, these windmills stand like sentinels. Learn why the mills were built and how they operate, even stepping into a 

working windmill to observe its mechanics and living quarters.

Duration: 2.00 Hours

NLKIJSEO03   Kinderdijk Windmills by Bicycle

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 17, 2019  08:30 AMDate:

An Iconic Symbol of Dutch Water Management -- Cycle through the grasslands of Kinderdijk and see the 19 historic 

windmills, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Don your cycle helmet and meet your guide before mounting your bike through 

stunning scenery. The cycle route takes you through the polders, or low-lying lands, along the Lek River. Kinderdijk is famed for 

its windmills, which were built to pump the excess water from the polders that lie around 5 feet below sea level. Built in 1740, 

they were erected to help water management and prevent flooding of the area. As you cycle through this network of windmills, 

your guide will explain how this magnificent sight symbolizes Dutch water management today. During your bike ride, you will 

pass several of the windmills up close. Stop and take a peek inside for a glimpse of the rustic life of a mill keeper before the 

return cycle back to your ship.
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Duration: 2.50 Hours

NLKIJSEO04   Kinderdijk by Vintage Barge

Tour Price: $39.00 USD

May 17, 2019  08:30 AMDate:

Explore the Heart of Kinderdijk on a Restored River Boat -- Go beyond the usual visitor experience on a Viking exclusive 

boat tour and visit the oldest Kinderdijk windmill. Board the Jantina, a 125-year-old restored cargo vessel, adapted to carry 

passengers to the Blokker Windmill, which dates back to 1630. Meet the miller and his family and tour the windmill. Take a peek 

at the vegetable garden and see the traditional outbuildings, such as the cooking shed and the outhouse. Learn everything there 

is to know about the life of a miller’s family in days gone by and also what it takes today to preserve these mighty machines. On 

your way through the canal and back, your expert guide will explain the history of water management in the region and the vital 

role of the magnificent mills in this endeavor. Return to the visitor center for more information or a memento of your visit.
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Cologne

Duration: 2.00 Hours

DECGNSEI06   Cologne Walking Tour

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 18, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

A Historic City Crowned by Northern Europe’s Largest Cathedral -- Learn about the treasured heritage of Cologne and visit 

its spectacular cathedral, towering over the Old City in all its Gothic splendor. Step into a rich past, following some of the city’s 

preserved historic street patterns and hearing about its Roman and medieval history along the way. Stop at Cologne’s 

magnificent Gothic cathedral, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Construction of this towering structure began in 1248 and 

continued in several stages over the next seven centuries. Finally completed in 1880, it largely escaped the damage that 

ravaged the city and the rest of Germany during World War II. The largest Gothic cathedral in Northern Europe, this magnificent 

church boasts two soaring spires and beautiful stained glass windows. Please note: On some occasions, a guided visit inside 

may not be possible. In that case, you may tour the cathedral on your own following an introductory explanation by your guide.

Duration: 3.00 Hours

DECGNSEO11   Cologne by Bicycle

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 18, 2019  10:00 AMDate:

Pedal Through Historic Sights -- Venture through the historic city of Cologne and see its sights on a bicycle tour. Meet your 

guide and receive a short safety briefing before donning your helmet and setting off to explore the city’s highlights. Pass through 

Heumarkt, where the equestrian statue of Friedrich Wilhelm III, King of Prussia, proudly stands. See City Hall—the oldest in 

Germany, with a history spanning more than 900 years. As you pedal through the Old Town, your guide will regale you with 

stories of Cologne’s past and the reconstruction of the city following the heaving bombings it suffered during World War II. The 

city’s dominant landmark is its magnificent cathedral, which, despite the war, stood tall amid its flattened surroundings. Its twin 

spires were said to have been used as an easily recognizable navigational landmark by Allied aircraft. En route to your ship, 

follow the trail along the Rheinauhafen waterfront and admire the modern face of Cologne.

Duration: 4.00 Hours

DECGNSEO03   Bruhl UNESCO Palaces

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 18, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

Explore Lavish 18th-Century Residences -- Peer into the life of royalty at an estate built for the prince-archbishops of 

Cologne, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. You will meet your guide at the dock and drive to Schlosspark, at the edge of the 

Naturpark Kottenforst-Ville nature reserve. Here, Augustusburg Castle sits at the center of beautifully landscaped grounds, a 

vast and splendid example of Germany’s early rococo architecture. During a tour, admire the grand staircase and some of its 

many extravagantly decorated rooms and chambers. Take a stroll through the park’s spacious gardens lined with hedgerows 

and trees before returning to your ship.

Duration: 2.00 Hours

DECGNSEO05   Top of Cologne

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 18, 2019  03:00 PMDate:

Ascend to the Roof of the Cologne Cathedral -- On this backstage tour of a lifetime, head up to the roof of Cologne’s 

astonishing cathedral with a local guide who is also part of the Dom’s excavation and restoration crew. Start by ascending the 

outside wall on the same lift used by the restoration crew. Entering the very ceiling of the cathedral through a rooftop door, you 

will see the vast tower spaces and massive iron structures holding up the roof, and visit the restoration workshops. Then 

venture onto the roof itself for incredible, up-close views of the cathedral’s Gothic architecture. Beyond, gaze out over the 

old-world rooftops and waters of the Rhine far beneath. Note that you must be in good physical condition and not afraid of 

heights; you will pass through some tight spaces and negotiate steps downstairs. Guests can choose to climb a 104-step spiral 

staircase.
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Duration: 3.50 Hours

DECGNSEO02   Cologne's Beer Culture Dinner

Tour Price: $99.00 USD

May 18, 2019  07:00 PMDate:

Sip Kolsch Fresh from the Barrel at Three Brewhouses -- Immerse yourself in Cologne’s lively brauhaus culture and sample 

the pride of the city. During this fun excursion into the heart of Cologne, you will stroll the Old Town’s cobblestone streets past 

historic houses. Pause along the way at three Kolsch brewhouses. Kolsch—a light, crisp beer—is brewed only in Cologne. 

Brauhaus servers, called kobes, will deliver Kolsch straight from the barrel to your table in 7-ounce glasses, small enough for 

you to finish the beer while it is still refreshingly cold. As you drink in the rich culture of Cologne amid the dark-paneled walls and 

stained glass windows of its Old Town brewhouses, you will learn the brewing “secrets” that give Kolsch its distinctive character. 

You will also enjoy dinner at Brauhaus zur Malzmuhle, since 1858 one of the most popular brauhaus restaurants and also a 

traditional meeting point for friends of the Kolsch culture.
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Koblenz

Duration: 3.00 Hours

DEKOBSEO06   Koblenz Walking Tour

Tour Price: $59.00 USD

May 19, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

Highlights of a Beloved Riverside City -- View the highlights of Koblenz and discover the rich cultural heritage of this 

2,000-year-old treasure. Meet your guide and begin your tour at Deutsches Eck, the city’s famed German Corner. Jutting into 

the waters where the Rhine and Moselle Rivers meet like the prow of a ship, this public park is home to a popular equestrian 

statue of Emperor Wilhelm I. After time to admire the sculpture, continue your walk among the narrow streets of the Old Town, 

passing the baroque City Hall. As you explore, your guide will point out influences from ancient Rome, the Middle Ages and the 

Napoleonic era. See St. Castor Church—the city’s oldest, dating back to the 9th century—and take a stroll amid quaint cafes 

and sophisticated boutiques in the city’s pedestrianized area. Enjoy free time to shop at your leisure, or relax over a coffee as 

you watch the world go by, before returning to your ship.

Duration: 3.00 Hours

DEKOBSEI02   Marksburg Castle

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 19, 2019  09:45 AMDate:

Medieval Life Perfectly Preserved -- Visit the only castle in the Rhine Valley to have never been destroyed. You will drive with 

your guide to Braubach, where the incredible Marksburg Castle watches over the town as it has since the 13th century. Because 

this magnificent structure was built with strong fortifications, it was never besieged by enemies. Upon arrival on its lofty grounds, 

enjoy spectacular views of Braubach, the Rhine and the surrounding countryside from its 550-foot perch. You will tour the 

citadel, see the impressive kitchens in the Gothic Hall building and step into the ancient torture chamber to view some grisly 

instruments. The distinct butter-churn tower, so named because the upper reaches have a smaller diameter than the lower, is a 

beloved landmark of the town with its distinct profile. Today, Marksburg Castle is home to the German Castles Association, 

which works to preserve medieval fortifications such as Marksburg all over Germany.
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Miltenberg

Duration: 1.50 Hours

DEMILSEI02   Miltenberg Walking Tour

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 20, 2019  03:15 PMDate:

An Enchanting Riverside Village -- Take in the fairy-tale charms of Miltenberg by foot, the most intimate way to get to know 

one of Germany’s most delightful riverside towns. Begin your tour in the Old Town, following its cobblestone streets past 

medieval houses fronted with flower-bedecked balconies. The town square, lined with half-timbered facades, is one of the most 

picturesque in all of Germany, laid out on a narrow strip of land between the hills and manicured banks of the Main. Nearby, the 

handsome and richly hued hotel Zum Riesen (“Inn of the Giant”), Germany’s oldest inn, is a Renaissance treasure; it first 

opened its doors as a hotel in 1411 and has been open ever since. You will also see the Mainz and Wurzburg town gates and 

catch a glimpse of Miltenberg Castle, built in the 13th and 14th centuries, high over the roofs of Miltenberg.
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Wurzburg

Duration: 8.50 Hours

DEWUESEO01   Rothenburg ob der Tauber

Tour Price: $99.00 USD

May 21, 2019  08:15 AMDate:

Germany’s Most Beloved Medieval City -- Follow the “Romantic Road” to one of Germany’s last remaining walled medieval 

towns, lovingly preserved. You will drive along one of Bavaria’s prettiest roads to Rothenburg ob der Tauber, the “Red Fortress 

above the Tauber.” Centuries ago, Rothenburg was ruled by the Holy Roman Empire. It was a busy merchant city until the Thirty 

Years’ War and the plague threw it into poverty. This 17th-century stagnation froze Rothenburg in time, to be rediscovered by 

German Romantics in 1802. You will see the picturesque Plonlein square and the Kriminalmuseum. Stroll the castle garden and 

observe its system of weirs across the river. Walk along the Herrengasse, an inviting lane of old patrician houses. And see the 

1466 High Altar of St. Jakob’s Church and the Gothic–Renaissance Town Hall. Upon return to Wurzburg, visit the Bishops’ 

Residenz, one of Germany’s largest and most ornate palaces and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Duration: 3.00 Hours

DEWUESEO04   Hike the Wurzburg Hills

Tour Price: $79.00 USD

May 21, 2019  08:15 AMDate:

Käppele Church and Marienberg Fortress -- Climb the Wurzburg Hills to Marienberg Fortress, rising above the Main River, 

for impressive city views. Begin your tour from the Kappele, a church and popular pilgrimage site. Enjoy its splendid interior 

which features magnificent frescoes and stucco works. Walk down its staircase and follow in the footsteps of hundreds of 

pilgrims who visit the site every year. Next, you commence an invigorating hike through the vineyards up to Marienberg. The 

fortress dates back to the 8th century as part of a Celtic settlement. Some 500 years later, a major fortification was constructed 

and for the next half a millennium Marienberg was the ruling seat of the Wurzberg prince-bishops who also held the title of Duke 

of East Franconia. During your visit, you will see the baroque-style four-story tower and the Prince’s Building Museum with its 

historic exhibits of the town that was near destroyed during World War II. Enjoy a walk through the magnificent gardens as you 

descend the hill down to your ship.

Duration: 4.00 Hours

DEWUESEI03   Wurzburg Residenz & Walk

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 21, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

A Baroque and Shining Masterpiece of the Archbishops -- Tour Wurzburg’s Bishops’ Residenz, one of Germany’s largest 

and most ornate palaces and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Drive with your guide to the former residence of the Wurzburg 

prince-bishop. This vast compound was built over a 25-year period, beginning in 1719. Admire the massive reception staircase 

and overhead ceiling with its stunning, 6,400-square-foot “Four Continents” fresco painted by Venetian artist Giovanni Tiepolo. 

You will see several of the building’s ornate rooms, each representing a different style, the colonnaded chapel and the baroque 

and English-style gardens lined with ornate statues. A highlight is sure to be the Mirror Cabinet. Incredibly, the entire complex 

was meticulously reconstructed after extensive damage from World War II bombing. After, continue to the Old Town of 

Wurzburg, where a walking tour shows you the stunning Romanesque Cathedral, the baroque Neumunster church, the market 

square and Town Hall and the oldest wine bar in town.
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Bamberg

Duration: 4.50 Hours

DEBAMSEI01   Bamberg Walking Tour

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 22, 2019  01:30 PMDate:

Explore an Old-World Franconian City by Foot -- See the burial place of emperors and the home of smoked beer on this 

included excursion. You will join your local guide and head to the medieval city center, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Visit the 

magnificent 11th-century cathedral with its four imposing towers. The church was rebuilt in late Romanesque and early Gothic 

style in the 13th century; this is where both Emperor Henry II and Pope Clement II are buried. You can pause to admire the 

detailed statue of the Bamberger Reiter, or Bamberg Horseman, here. You will also see the picturesque Rathaus, or Town Hall, 

built in the middle of a double-arched bridge over the Regnitz River. From here, you can see fishermen’s cottages on the nearby 

riverbanks. You will have time to follow your own whims in Bamberg, perhaps sampling some of the town’s distinctive rauchbier, 

or smoke-flavored beer, before rejoining your ship.

Duration: 5.00 Hours

DEBAMSEI05   Franconian Countryside

Tour Price: $59.00 USD

May 22, 2019  01:30 PMDate:

Country Charm Meets Palatial Elegance -- Witness the breathtaking architecture of German Franconia and sample beer from 

one of its 300 breweries. Meet your guide at your ship and venture into the countryside to visit charming towns nestled amid 

tranquil beauty, and learn about their medieval history. Stop in the quaint town of Zeil. This charming hamlet situated on the 

Main River is a treasure trove of half-timbered houses. While here, you will visit a pilgrimage church and stop at a pub for a 

taste of the local brew. In Memmelsdorf, visit Seehof Palace, built in 1686 as a summer residence for the Bamberg 

prince-bishops. The architecture here is grand and gracious. You may visit the White Hall, with its spectacular ceiling painted by 

Giuseppe Appiani, admire the spacious park with cascading fountains and linger in the lush orangerie.
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Nuremberg

Duration: 4.00 Hours

DENUESEI02   Nuremberg Through History

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 23, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

A City of Extremes, from Toy-Making to Nazi Rallies -- Tour one of Germany’s most renowned and intriguing cities on this 

included excursion. Meet your guide at your ship, then drive to the Old Town, where you can delve into Nuremberg’s complex 

past. This medieval city is still surrounded by 13th-century walls, with many gates and watchtowers fully intact. It grew into a 

toy-making capital of Europe, where craftsmen also shaped metal into inspiring sculpture and carved wood and other materials 

into decorative crafts. After you see the grounds on which Nazi rallies were staged and pass the Palace of Justice, admire the 

Imperial Palace, one of Europe’s most formidable fortresses. Then, stroll down the castle hill past half-timbered houses and 

browse the stalls at the Market Square. One of Europe’s most celebrated, it is famous for its gingerbread and its Gothic 

Schoner Brunnen, or Beautiful Fountain. There will be time to explore on your own here before returning to your ship.

Duration: 4.50 Hours

DENUESEO02   Nuremberg & World War II

Tour Price: $79.00 USD

May 23, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

Explore the Rise and Fall of the Nazi Regime -- Glimpse the dramatic stage on which the Third Reich rose and fell as you 

immerse yourself in Nuremberg’s World War II history. Nuremberg is remembered as both the seat of Nazi propaganda and as 

the place of punishment for Nazi war criminals. Your expert guide will take you to Zeppelin Field, the former Nazi Party Rally 

Grounds where 100,000 voices saluted Adolf Hitler. You will see the fuehrer’s Congress Hall, built to the massive scale of the 

Roman Colosseum. At the Documentation Center, contemplate the extent of Nazi propaganda, then visit Courtroom 600 in the 

Palace of Justice, the venue of the Nazi war trials that captured the world’s attention. When court is in session, entrance is not 

possible and you will instead visit the Memorium Nuremberg Trials exhibit. Note also that visits to the courtroom and the exhibit 

are not possible on Tuesdays, as they are closed.

Duration: 3.00 Hours

DENUESEO03   Surviving the War: Art in Nuremberg

Tour Price: $49.00 USD

May 23, 2019  02:15 PMDate:

Of Ale and Art in Old Nuremberg -- See Nuremberg’s remarkable underground chambers where priceless art was hidden 

from harm during World War II. Drive with your guide to the inner city center, passing the medieval walls, the opera house and 

the Plarrer, where Germany’s railroad age began in 1835. Arrive at the Imperial Castle and walk into the Old Town to the 

Tiergartnertorplatz, where you will see Renaissance artist Albrecht Durer’s house. Next, descend into medieval beer cellars to 

learn about the history of brewing and how these subterranean “Art Bunkers” hid and protected centuries-old artwork. The 

famed Monuments Men—art historians embedded in the US Army—braved the Battle of Nuremberg to prevent looting and theft 

of priceless pieces stored here. Later, visit the Gothic church of St. Sebald, where saved works of art have been returned to 

their original home. Continue to the city’s main market square, where you may enjoy free time before returning to your ship.
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Duration: 4.50 Hours

DENUESEO05   Faber-Castell Factory & Museum

Tour Price: $59.00 USD

May 23, 2019  02:15 PMDate:

The History of the Most Useful Everyday Object -- See how one of the world’s most famous brands in writing tools is made. 

More than just a factory, Faber-Castell is one of the world’s oldest manufacturers of pencils and other office supplies, founded 

in 1761 by Kaspar Faber. It employs 7,000 people in ten countries, from Indonesia to Costa Rica. You will drive with your guide 

to “Alte Mine,” the museum that chronicles the company’s long history from the moment its first pencil was carved from local 

wood. After, you will continue to the modern factory to witness production firsthand and see how some of the high-end Graf von 

Faber-Castell products are made, from mechanical pencils to colored pencils and other writing instruments. After your tour, you 

can spend time browsing the Faber-Castell shop, perhaps finding the ideal writing tool that suits you. Note that you will need to 

climb 100 stairs to access the factory.
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Regensburg

Duration: 8.50 Hours

DEREGSEO03   Munich Highlights

Tour Price: $209.00 USD

May 24, 2019  08:30 AMDate:

The Robust Bavarian Capital -- See the cultural and historic highlights of one of Germany’s most relaxed cities, beautifully set 

near the foothills of the Alps during a panoramic tour. Meet your guide for a drive to the Bavarian capital. Upon arrival, drive past 

the Olympiapark, constructed for the 1972 Olympics, and the green spaces of the Konigsplatz, center of the city’s museum 

quarter. Continue along three of the city’s royal avenues, lined with public buildings and built to befit an imperial city: 

Ludwigstrasse, Prinzregentenstrasse and Maximilianstrasse. Afterward, visit the Marienplatz, the city’s main square. Here, 

admire the stunning gabled roof and bell tower of the Old Town Hall. At the New Town Hall, witness the famous Glockenspiel 

spring to life at noon and gaze up at the dramatic tower of Peterskirche. There will be time to browse the Viktualienmarkt, the 

city’s most popular market. After lunch at the renowned Ratskeller, enjoy free time before returning to your ship.

Duration: 1.50 Hours

DEREGSEI01   Regensburg Walking Tour

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 24, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

The Spellbinding City of Marcus Aurelius -- Witness a true medieval city untouched by World War II bombing and rich in 

architectural splendor. Regensburg is one of Germany’s best preserved cities and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. To get 

acquainted with this gem, you’ll explore it on foot with a local guide, who will share a personal view of the city he knows so well. 

See some of the Roman city walls erected by Marcus Aurelius upon its founding. You will walk past the Old Town Hall and see 

the 12th-century Old Stone Bridge, a 16-arch marvel of medieval engineering that still carries traffic today. See the famous Alte 

Wurstkuche (Old Sausage Kitchen), Germany’s oldest restaurant, and admire idyllic courtyards. At the Gothic St. Peter’s 

Cathedral, gaze up at the Donkey Tower, a remnant of the old cathedral that was left to support this one. The stained-glass 

windows here are superb. Return to your ship at your leisure.
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Passau

Duration: 9.50 Hours

DEPASSEO04   Salzburg Highlights

Tour Price: $209.00 USD

May 25, 2019  08:15 AMDate:

City of Mozart and “The Sound of Music” -- Spend the day in one of Austria’s most picturesque alpine cities, setting of the 

beloved film “The Sound of Music” and the birthplace of Mozart. Drive with your guide past charming mountain villages, rolling 

hills and pristine lakes. Upon arrival in this glorious city, enjoy a guided walking tour of the Italianate Old Town, strolling past 

high-baroque architecture and through the splendid Mirabell Gardens, where scenes in the movie were filmed. By foot, as the 

medieval Hohensalzburg Fortress watches over from atop its rocky cliff, you will gain an intimate view of Salzburg. Continue to 

the Domplatz, dominated by the 249-foot 17th-century Dom and St. Peter’s Abbey, where Mozart premiered the Great Mass in 

C Minor in 1783. Savor lunch in Austria’s oldest restaurant, named for the church, as classically trained singers and musicians 

regale you with songs in the spirit of the movie musical.

Duration: 3.50 Hours

DEPASSEO12   Hike the Passau Hills

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 25, 2019  09:15 AMDate:

Explore the City of Three Rivers On Foot -- Take in Passau’s sublime setting at the confluence of three rivers from the best 

vantage points in the city. Begin your exploration on Mariahilf Hill, named after the pilgrimage church above the Inn River. 

According to legend, Habsburg Emperor Leopold I prayed to St. Mary to lift the Ottoman siege of Vienna until the enemy armies 

withdrew. In the wake of this miracle, pilgrims flocked to the simple church, a tradition that continues today. Hike down the hill 

and cross the Inn to explore the ancient bishop’s see before venturing to the left bank of the Danube River, where you will climb 

to Veste Oberhaus. This mighty fortress perched atop St. George’s Hill, a promontory between the Ilz and Danube Rivers, 

affords spectacular views over the city and its surroundings. Visit the museum inside the fortress, which chronicles its six 

centuries of history along with that of the city and the wider region.

Duration: 2.00 Hours

DEPASSEI01   Passau Walking Tour & Organ Concert

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 25, 2019  09:30 AMDate:

A Stroll Through an Elegant City Capped Off by Beautiful Music -- Explore the Italianate-style streets of Passau, where 

three major European rivers have converged to shape a distinctive city. Meet your local guide and begin your walking tour 

through delightful old-world streets, taking in a pastel rainbow of building facades as you stroll. You will see the impressive 

Bishops’ Residenz from where powerful prince-bishops ruled secular and religious life for hundreds of years. Continue past the 

14th-century Rathaus, or Town Hall, built on the site of a former fish market on the Danube. Conclude your walk at the 

magnificent 17th-century St. Stephen’s Cathedral. This baroque wonder houses Europe’s largest pipe organ, with more than 

17,000 pipes, and inspired Liszt to write his “Hungarian Coronation Mass.” You may linger here amid its beauty for an organ 

concert or take some free time to continue exploring the city. Please note: Organ concerts are not held on Sundays or from 

November to April.
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Duration: 4.00 Hours

DEPASSEO03   Bavarian Cruise & Baroque Town of Scharding

Tour Price: $79.00 USD

May 25, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

Sail the Lesser-Known Waters of the Inn River -- Board a smaller boat to explore the waters of the Inn River as the rolling 

hills of Upper Austria and Upper Bavaria unfold around you. Meet your guide for a drive upriver through the Bavarian 

countryside. Soon, you will arrive at the quaint little Austrian town of Scharding on the Inn River, just a short distance from 

Passau. Take a walking tour with a local guide, admiring the gracefully curved gabled roofs of multihued pastel houses facing 

the picturesque baroque central square. Then embark a small boat to cruise the famous emerald-green waters of the Inn River. 

As you get underway, you will see the onion-domed tower of St. George’s Church peering over the town. Enjoy beer and a 

pretzel as you take in views of the passing countryside, with German Bavaria on one side and Upper Austria on the other.

Duration: 2.50 Hours

DEPASSEO16   Flightseeing Over Passau

Tour Price: $399.00 USD

May 25, 2019  02:15 PMDate:

Soar Above Scenic Rivers, Glacial Lakes and Alpine Mountains -- Take flight on a private charter over the stunning lakes, 

rivers and mountains of Germany and Austria. You will drive to a nearby airfield where you will meet your pilot, then set off on 

your 45-minute flight. Sit back and relax as your nine-seater Cessna aircraft glides over beautiful vistas. See the picturesque 

town of Passau and the confluence of the Ilz, Inn and Danube rivers. Fly over Eagle’s Nest, Adolf Hitler’s remote mountain top 

chalet, perched atop Mount Kehlstein. Marvel at the beauty of the Austrian Alps, with its glacial lakes and pristine pastures that 

run from the peaks of the Dachstein Mountains to the historic city of Salzburg. Admire the city’s graceful domes and spires 

below, and the formidable Festung Hohensalzburg, the 900-year-old hilltop fortress, before commencing your return to base. Be 

sure to have your camera at the ready for this breathtaking trip.

Duration: 2.50 Hours

DEPASSEO11   Bavaria by Bike

Tour Price: $104.00 USD

May 25, 2019  02:30 PMDate:

Discover Riverside Ecosystems and Tranquil Landscapes along the Inn -- Escape Passau as you pedal along the Inn 

River, enjoying unspoiled nature and pastoral landscapes along the water. Only minutes beyond Passau’s city limits, you will 

find yourself in farm fields with towering cornstalks and waist-high wheat. The small riverside forests, refuge to a variety of birds, 

are where the endemic beaver is making a slow but steady comeback. With one bank in Germany and the other in Austria, the 

Inn provides a rare opportunity for an international bike ride. Head out from Passau in one country, then cross the bridge in 

Wernstein to return through another. The small border town, which sprang up around a 12th-century fortress, changed hands 

between Bavaria and Austria several times throughout the centuries, and today is Austrian. Crossing the border comes with only 

one rule: Bicyclists must dismount and walk across the bridge. No riding is allowed.
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Melk

Duration: 3.00 Hours

ATMELSEI02   Melk Abbey

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 26, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

An Elegant Benedictine Treasure Sends the Spirit Soaring -- Tour the renowned Melk Abbey, a masterwork of baroque 

brilliance. Perched on dramatic cliffs high above the Danube, this ochre-colored confection is perhaps the most graceful 

landmark of the Wachau Valley. At the abbey’s entrance, you will meet your guide. Rebuilt during the 18th century after the 

original 12th-century building was destroyed by fire, its library is now home to a wide range of medieval manuscripts. The 

interior of the abbey’s church is a kaleidoscope of red, orange and gold, with a magnificent carved pulpit and colorful ceiling 

frescoes. You will also see the imperial rooms, which are now home to a museum chronicling the abbey’s history from its 

inception to modern times. Be sure to step onto its gracious terrace for breathtaking views of the Danube, the city and the 

expanding valley.
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Krems

Duration: 2.00 Hours

ATKRESEO01   Wachau Valley Winery

Tour Price: $64.00 USD

May 26, 2019  04:30 PMDate:

Austria’s Famed White Wines from Vine to Bottle -- Sample fine vintages during a tour and tasting at a local winery. The 

Wachau wine region comprises just 3 percent of Austrian wine. But its reputation for producing the finest whites in Central 

Europe is unparalleled. Meet your guide for a scenic drive into the valley, whose unique combination of terraced slopes, dry 

stone walls, hillside castles, vineyards and rich cultural tradition has earned it a place as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Wine 

has been produced here since the time of the Celts, long before the Roman Empire introduced the Riesling grape. During your 

winery visit, you will learn how the region’s grapes amplify the qualities of the earth in which they are grown, tour impressive 

cellars and sample wines little known to American palates. This excursion offers a unique and fascinating glimpse of a prolific 

viticulture beloved by oenophiles the world over.
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Vienna

Duration: 3.50 Hours

ATVIESEI01   Panoramic Vienna

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 27, 2019  09:15 AMDate:

An Essential Overview of the City of Waltzes -- See the magnificent architectural highlights of one of Europe’s most elegant 

and romantic cultural capitals. The center of arts and intellect during the reign of the Hapsburgs and beyond, Vienna dances to 

a tempo all its own. Meet your guide and drive into the city for a half-day motor coach and walking tour, focusing on the splendid 

buildings on the remarkable Ringstrasse, the gracious boulevard laid out on the site of the old city walls in the mid-19th century. 

Imposing palaces, elegant public buildings and grand residences line this world-famous avenue. You will see the magnificent 

Hofburg Palace, winter residence of the Hapsburgs and home of the Spanish Riding School with its Lipizzaner horses. Admire 

the great, Gothic St. Stephen’s Cathedral, crowned with a gleaming spire and colorful roof tiles. And view the beautiful Vienna 

State Opera concert hall, its facade adorned with elaborate frescoes depicting Mozart’s opera “The Magic Flute.”

Duration: 3.50 Hours

ATVIESEO07   Klimt & Viennese Gold Workshop

Tour Price: $159.00 USD

May 27, 2019  01:45 PMDate:

All That Glitters at the Belvedere Palace -- Visit the world-famous Belvedere Palace, home to some of Vienna’s artistic 

treasures including works by Klimt, and create your own work of “Viennese Gold” in a private workshop. Gustav Klimt, who 

employed gold leaf in many of his works, was one of Vienna’s most heralded artists. During his lucrative Golden Phase, he 

created some of the most iconic images of the early 20th century. Drive to the Belvedere to see some of them, including his 

masterpiece “The Kiss,” considered a symbol of Viennese Art Nouveau. You will have free time to browse other works in the 

museum’s Klimt collection in the Upper Belvedere Palace. Then, continue through the palace gardens and into the Lower 

Belvedere, admiring stunning views of Vienna along the way. Gather here in a workshop, where you can channel Klimt’s 

creativity as you create your own framed mirror with gold stones, yours to keep.

Duration: 6.00 Hours

ATVIESEO18   Schonbrunn Palace & Vienna Boys' Choir

Tour Price: $199.00 USD

May 27, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

Experience Vienna’s High Culture and Heritage Up Close -- Tour the magnificent home of the Hapsburg Dynasty and enjoy 

a behind the scenes glimpse of one of Austria’s revered cultural institutions. See the imperial apartments and grandly furnished 

rooms where Maria Theresa resided, and learn about her extraordinary reign. Later, enjoy Privileged Access to Palais Augarten, 

the boarding school of the Wiener Sangerknaben, the Vienna Boys’ Choir. This perfectly pitched ensemble is made up of 

around 100 choristers between the ages of 10 and 14, the modern-day descendant of the boys’ choirs that regaled the 

Viennese Court in the Middle Ages. In their day, Mozart and Bruckner performed with them, and Schubert and Haydn sang with 

them as youths. Tour the common areas and rehearsal rooms where the boys live and exercise their voices. Then, retire to a 

salon for an uplifting 30-minute private concert, after which you will meet and mingle with some of the choir members.
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Duration: 3.50 Hours

ATVIESEO22   Behind the Scenes at the Lipizzaner Stallions

Tour Price: $99.00 USD

May 27, 2019  02:15 PMDate:

Home of the Dancing Horses -- Step backstage at the elegant Spanish Riding School, home to the world-famous Lipizzaner 

stallions. Embark your motor coach and take a short walk to the Hofburg, the former imperial palace and seat of power of the 

Hapsburg dynasty rulers. Upon arrival, you will join your host for a tour of the internationally renowned equine institution and its 

stalls. The facility was commissioned in 1729 by Emperor Charles VI and is the oldest of its kind in the world. A portrait of the 

monarch is displayed in the opulent baroque hall—the riding school’s performance venue. See the outdoor courtyard, tack room 

and historic stables of the Lipizzaner stallions as your guide furnishes you with interesting facts about the heritage and training 

of Europe’s oldest horse breed. After, you will experience Vienna’s famous cafe society at a traditional kaffeehaus, and indulge 

in coffee and a slice of Sachertorte, a Viennese specialty. Note: During July and August, the stallions are rested at a different 

location. Mares and foals are still present at the Lipizzaner stables.

Duration: 3.00 Hours

ATVIESEO21   Historic Farmers Market Visit with Viking Chef

Tour Price: $49.00 USD

May 27, 2019  02:30 PMDate:

Join Your Viking Executive Chef for a Local Tasting Experience -- Immerse yourself in local culture and cuisine as our 

Executive Chef leads you on an interactive culinary adventure. Travel by metro into the heart of Vienna and arrive at the 

Naschmarkt, or farmers’ market. Here, you will meet your Viking Chef and embark on a tasting journey to discover more about 

Austrian food and its Mediterranean and Balkan influences. Engage in conversation with local vendors and enjoy samples of 

fresh, homemade produce, including a selection of Austrian cheeses, baklava—a sweet pastry filled with chopped nuts and 

honey—and salzgurkerl, or preserved cucumbers, a popular addition to many cold dishes in a typical Austrian kitchen. Your 

chef will describe the regional influences of Austria’s neighboring countries on its cuisine over the centuries. After your visit, 

enjoy free time to further explore the market before returning to your ship. Alternatively, use your time to shop and return to the 

ship on your own.

Duration: 3.00 Hours

ATVIESEO04   Behind the Scenes at the Vienna Boys’ Choir

Tour Price: $189.00 USD

May 27, 2019  05:00 PMDate:

Privileged Access to a World-Famous Choir -- Tour the boarding school of the Wiener Sangerknaben, the Vienna Boys’ 

Choir, and meet some of the singers after an exclusive performance. One of the best known choirs in the world, this perfectly 

pitched ensemble of trebles and altos is made up of around 100 choristers between the ages of 10 and 14. Since 1948, the 

Palais Augarten has served as a school for the modern-day descendant of the boys’ choirs that once regaled the Viennese 

Court in the Middle Ages. In their day, Mozart and Bruckner performed with them, and Schubert and Haydn sang with them as 

youths. During your visit, enjoy Privileged Access as you tour some common areas and rehearsal rooms where the boys live 

and exercise their voices. Then, retire to a salon for an uplifting 30-minute private concert, after which you will have the 

once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to meet and mingle with some choir members.
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Duration: 3.00 Hours

ATVIESEO02   Mozart & Strauss Concert

Tour Price: $89.00 USD

May 27, 2019  07:30 PMDate:

The Vienna Residence Orchestra Serenades You -- The classical music never stops in Vienna, as you will hear firsthand 

during this special concert. Even the elegant architecture along the famed Ringstrasse seems to sing. On a daily basis, the city 

celebrates its long musical tradition with concerts in high-style venues. The Vienna Residence Orchestra is one of its most 

beloved institutions. Despite its young age (it was founded in 1989), it has hosted luminaries in the classical music world; Rudolf 

Nureyev was a guest director in 1992. During this special performance, you are sure to lose yourself in the lilting airs of Vienna’s 

most beloved music. In a historic venue, witness the period come to life as costumed singers and dancers take to the stage. 

And enjoy the beautiful strains of Strauss waltzes and selections from Mozart’s “The Magic Flute”—music that has defined this 

magical city. Then, the magic continues during a scenic drive after dark through an illuminated Vienna.

Duration: 8.00 Hours

ATVIESEO08   Imperial Vienna

Tour Price: $249.00 USD

May 28, 2019  09:15 AMDate:

Cultural Treasures in the “City of Waltzes” -- Dance and stroll your way to Vienna’s most magnificent imperial residence 

during a full-day excursion that delves into the city’s culture and history. Begin with a drive and a short walk to the Tanzschule 

Elmayer, Vienna’s prestigious dance school. Here, your instructor will teach you how to dance the classic waltz to the lilting 

melodies of Johann Strauss II. Then, walk to the Volksgarten, one of the city’s many green spaces of paved footpaths lined with 

flowerbeds and trees. After lunch in an elegant venue, continue to the sprawling Schonbrunn Palace, residence of the 

Hapsburgs. You will approach the palace in the most memorable fashion: via a stroll through the Schonbrunn Gardens, home to 

plantings that date back more than 250 years. After a tour of the palace’s lush chambers, take some time for a coffee break and 

to explore the impressive grounds before returning to your ship.

Duration: 3.50 Hours

ATVIESEO01   Schonbrunn Palace

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 28, 2019  09:30 AMDate:

Splendid Residence of the Hapsburgs -- Tour the magnificent home of the Hapsburg Dynasty, built to rival the sprawling 

Chateau de Versailles. With your guide, drive just outside the city center to the monarchy’s fabulous summer residence. In 

1569, Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian II erected the original hunting lodge here and called it Schonbrunn, meaning “beautiful 

spring.” In 1775, Empress Maria Theresa, the only female ruler of the Hapsburgs, added the grand neoclassical Gloriette 

colonnade so she could have sweeping city views. Enjoy a guided tour of the imperial apartments and grandly furnished rooms 

where Maria Theresa resided. Learn about her extraordinary reign, which featured many military campaigns and domestic 

reforms in medicine, education and civil rights. There will be free time to explore the formal gardens.

Duration: 3.50 Hours

ATVIESEO27   Paddle Through the Danube Wetlands

Tour Price: $114.00 USD

May 28, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

Immerse Yourself in Nature in the Donau-Auen National Park -- Discover Central Europe’s last remaining wetland 

environment on a river tour. Embark your motor coach for a scenic drive to the Donau-Auen National Park. Meet your guide—a 

park ranger and wildlife expert—for an informative tour along the Danube. Don your life jacket, climb on board and enjoy the 

tranquil setting as you glide through the wetlands, taking turns to paddle your boat. Learn about the various conservation 

projects, first established in 1978, that protect the local wildlife in this area, some of which is close to extinction including 

white-tailed eagles, beavers and Danube salmon. Learn about the European pond turtles on Schlossinsel, or “Castle Island,” as 

your park ranger describes the achievements of this successful conservation project. A place of education, recreation, science 

and research, enjoy a journey of discovery here as you immerse yourself in nature. Note: As a safety precaution, guests must 

be able to swim unaided to participate in this tour.
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Budapest

Duration: 4.00 Hours

HUBUDSEI01   Panoramic Budapest

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 29, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

Hungary’s Graceful and Inspiring Capital -- Take in one of Europe’s great cultural capitals. Over the last few decades, 

Budapest has reemerged as one of the continent’s iconic cities, divided by the lilting Danube and connected by the graceful 

Chain Bridge. Meet your guide for a panoramic tour, beginning in modern Pest. Along the elegant Andrassy Avenue, the 

Champs-Elysees of Budapest, admire the Hungarian State Opera House. Stop at Heroes’ Square, a wide-open plaza of 

monuments and statues commemorating the Magyar state. Across the river, explore the more traditional Buda side of the city. 

Here you will visit the Castle District with its massive hilltop castle complex, the turreted Fishermen’s Bastion and Matthias 

Church, named for the country’s most popular medieval king. From the heights of Buda Hill, enjoy fantastic views of the famous 

Chain Bridge, the first span to ever connect the two halves of the city when it opened in 1849.

Duration: 4.00 Hours

HUBUDSEO13   Budapest Castle Hill City Hike

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 29, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

Quaint Hilltop District of the Hungarian Capital -- Explore both sides of Budapest—hilly Buda and cosmopolitan Pest—on a 

city hike to Castle Hill, and admire stunning views of the Danube River. Leave your ship and walk over the Chain Bridge, an 

engineering marvel of its time. Opened in 1849 and designed by renowned English engineer William Tierney, it was the first 

permanent bridge across the Danube in Hungary. At the foot of Castle Hill, take the funicular to the top. Explore the cobblestone 

streets and pathways of Buda, and keep watch for the entrances to the underground labyrinth of caves that run beneath Castle 

Hill. Stroll around the grounds of the Royal Palace and time your visit to witness the Changing of the Guard. See the beautiful 

Matthias Church and the Fishermen’s Bastion, and stroll along quaint streets lined with coffeehouses. Walk down the hill to the 

river side and stop at the Grand Market Hall, where you may explore the array of market stalls at your leisure or choose to 

return with your guide to the ship.

Duration: 3.50 Hours

HUBUDSEO01   Hungarian Horsemen

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 29, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

Acrobats on Horseback -- Travel to horse country to tour a farm and witness some exciting horsemanship by highly skilled 

riders. Hungarians take great pride in the role horses have played in their nation’s history; they have helped win battles and 

aided in migration, settlement and farming. Many Hungarians, concerned that their country’s equestrian connection is being lost, 

hold fast to their rural ways and to their four-legged comrades, elevating horsemanship to an art form. You will drive to 

Domonyvolgy in Hungary’s horse country. Upon arrival at Lazar Equestrian Park, you will be greeted with palinka, a Hungarian 

fruit brandy dating to the 14th century. Here, a rollicking show brings centuries-old traditions of horseback riding to life. During 

your visit, you will also be able to ride a horse-drawn carriage to see more of the park and meet Hungarian farm 

animals—perhaps the long-wooled Racka sheep, the Mangalica pig or the Puli dog.
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Duration: 3.50 Hours

HUBUDSEO02   Dohany Street Synagogue & Jewish Budapest

Tour Price: $59.00 USD

May 29, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

Immerse Yourself in a Cherished History -- Explore Budapest’s Jewish history and heritage, including the Jewish Quarter and 

massive synagogue. A century ago, Budapest had a thriving Jewish community. In the years leading up to and including World 

War II, half of the city’s 250,000 Jews were killed. The 19th-century Moorish-Revival Dohany Street Synagogue (Great 

Synagogue), the largest in Europe, was converted to a stable. Today, a rich Jewish history is preserved, as you will see with 

your guide. During a walking tour of the Jewish Quarter, once the Budapest Ghetto, admire the Great Synagogue with its 

glittering interior. In the synagogue complex, browse religious relics at the Jewish Museum and view the “Tree of Life” memorial 

to the 400,000 Hungarian Jews killed by Nazis. Note that the synagogue is not open to tours on Saturdays and Jewish holidays.

Duration: 3.00 Hours

HUBUDSEO05   Grand Market: Taste of Hungary

Tour Price: $49.00 USD

May 29, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

Budapest’s Largest and Oldest Indoor Market -- Browse the countless stalls of Budapest’s Grand Market Hall on an 

orientation tour with your guide. A sprawling three-story marketplace with a neo-Gothic facade, the historic hall was built in the 

late 19th century. Today, the bustling scene is a feast for the senses, an endless array of textures, fragrances, tastes and 

sounds. As you stroll with your guide, you will get acquainted with the massive market’s layout, stopping as you explore to 

sample some of the bounty—perhaps aperitifs, breads, meats, wine, honey or strudels. On the ground floor, farm produce, 

pastries, candies, spices and spirits tempt the palate. Eateries and souvenirs are on the second floor. Locals head to the 

basement to see the local butchers and fish vendors. After your tour, enjoy free time to peruse the emporium on your own.

Duration: 3.50 Hours

HUBUDSEO03   Budapest Thermal Bath

Tour Price: $79.00 USD

May 29, 2019  02:15 PMDate:

Take to the Waters, Budapest Style -- Soak up the restorative powers of Budapest’s nourishing thermal baths and join the 

locals in a centuries-old tradition. Ancient Romans discovered the benefits of bathing in the thermal waters that flow through 

Budapest. As the city grew, the spouting springs were treasured and preserved so highly that not even the Communist 

government forbade their pleasures. Still today, they offer a regimen most residents of Budapest cannot do without. Accompany 

a dedicated guide to one of the city’s grand historic baths, immersing yourself in the therapeutic waters that have flowed here for 

centuries. During your visit, you might mingle with the locals taking a soak or observe some bathers as they pass the time with a 

game of chess in the pool. So revered have these waters been that many have been sheltered within facilities that exude a 

temple-like aura. Note: Guests will need to bring a bathing suit to enter the water.

Duration: 6.00 Hours

HUBUDPSO01   Szentendre & Open Air Museum

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 30, 2019  10:00 AMDate:

A Thriving Artists’ Center & an Architectural Treasure Trove -- Stroll the delightful streets of Szentendre, a colorful village of 

galleries and artists, and pay a visit to its renowned living museum of historic architecture. With cobblestone streets, pastel 

facades and a red-roofed townscape, Szentendre overflows with charm. In the 1500s, the Hungarian-Serbian community laid 

the foundations of what we see here today: a thriving artists’ community, embodied in the richly hued houses and decorated 

storefronts. Journey here with your guide and amble along the narrow, picturesque streets, pausing to browse inviting galleries 

that display the work of local artists. After time to explore, continue to Skanzen, a fascinating reconstructed village with 

structures from all over Hungary. You will arrive in time for a cooking lesson, where you will learn to prepare gulyas, or goulash, 

and enjoy the results during a light lunch. After, walk with your local guide past beautiful village architecture, including a 

picturesque windmill and a belfry.
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Prague

Duration: 2.00 Hours

CZPRGPSO08   Prague by Night

Tour Price: $59.00 USD

May 30, 2019  07:00 PMDate:

June 01, 2019  07:00 PMDate:

A Medieval City at Its Most Magical -- Experience the medieval treasures of Prague after dark during an illuminating 

panoramic tour. Drive to Zizkov TV Tower, the highest building in Prague, and take in magnificent views from its observation 

deck. Pass Wenceslas Square, the heart of the city’s vibrant New Town and a favored location for political demonstrations and 

celebrations. Continue past the National Theater on the Vltava River, Frank Gehry’s “Dancing House” and Charles Bridge, 

adorned with more than 30 statues. Enjoy stunning views of Prague Castle, then pass the picturesque Old Town Square and 

shop-lined Parizska Street. Cross the river to Lesser Town Square, where you will see the Church of St. Nicholas and admire 

the baroque-style buildings. Walk through Strahov Monastery—the oldest Premonstratensian monastery in Bohemia—and enjoy 

stunning vistas from its grounds over Prague.

Duration: 5.00 Hours

CZPRGPSI01   Panoramic Prague

Tour Price: $0.00 USD

May 31, 2019  08:00 AMDate:

City of One Hundred Spires -- Step back in time in Prague, an incredible tapestry of medieval brilliance remarkably preserved. 

Visit the Old Town, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Its main square was a major crossroads on 12th-century trade routes, and 

so it was the focal point of the city’s early development. Today, it is a repository of Romanesque, baroque and Gothic splendor. 

Among the buildings you will see are the Tyn Church and the 15th-century Astronomical Clock, which comes alive every hour 

with its “Walk of the Apostles.” Continue to Prague Castle. Within this massive complex, see the Gothic St. Vitus Cathedral 

where the good St. Wenceslas is entombed behind polished emeralds and stones. You will also see the grand castle itself, 

residence of the Czech president and the powerful seat of Bohemian kings and Holy Roman emperors of old.
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Budapest

Duration: 5.00 Hours

HUBUDSEO12   A Taste of Budapest

Tour Price: $89.00 USD

May 31, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

A Hungarian Sampler -- Get a flavor for Hungary’s most renowned government building and for the nation’s hearty cuisine. 

Transfer with your guide to the Budapest Parliament building, Hungary’s largest building. As the nation’s business goes on 

around you, you will enjoy a guided tour of select public rooms. Next, walk to Szabadsag Square, or Liberty Square, stopping to 

view the monuments to Imre Nagy and Ronald Reagan and the Art Nouveau treasures that surround this public space. You will 

also see the US Embassy and the decorative Postal Savings Bank. Continue to the Hold Street Market (Szimpla Market on 

Sundays) to browse colorful produce and fresh meats shipped from local farms. Taste some pogacsa, or salty scones, and 

hearty sausages. After time to browse this lively cornucopia, walk to Urban Betyar Restaurant for a cup of goulash soup. Finish 

your tasting tour with a delicious Somloi Galuska and hear the story of this beloved sweet treat.

Duration: 4.00 Hours

HUBUDPSO02   Jewels of Andrassy Avenue

Tour Price: $49.00 USD

May 31, 2019  01:30 PMDate:

A Glorious Walking Tour into Budapest’s History -- Explore the intimate corners and grand facades of Budapest’s most 

famous street and a UNESCO World Heritage Site, Andrassy Avenue. Along this tree-lined boulevard, often compared to the 

Champs-Elysees in Paris, luxury boutiques and elegant shops stand shoulder to shoulder with sprawling palaces. Its countless 

ornamented facades conceal cherished relics from a golden age. You will join your guide for a transfer to Andrassy. Visit St. 

Stephen’s Basilica, Budapest’s largest Roman Catholic Church and a neo-Renaissance treasure. Continue to the “music box of 

Pest,” the luxurious Hungarian State Opera House, stepping inside to view its elaborately gilded and frescoed foyer and marble 

grand staircase. After, sample coffee and fine Hungarian pastries in the glamorous main hall of the Paris Department Store, 

open since the early 1900s. You will get around like a true Budapester during your excursion, riding the continent’s first subway, 

the Millennium Underground Railway, opened in 1896.
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Prague

Duration: 4.00 Hours

CZPRGSEI02   Privileged Access: Lobkowicz Palace

Tour Price: $119.00 USD

May 31, 2019  01:30 PMDate:

Tour a Resplendent Home and Attend a Private Concert -- See the stately residence of one of the region’s most avid 

patrons of the arts, and admire the priceless artifacts they left behind. The 400-year Lobkowicz family history is rich with tales of 

political and military leadership, inlaid with the art of great masters and bejeweled with musical masterpieces. As you tour their 

resplendent palace with an audio guide narrated by members of the Lobkowicz family, you will be regaled with intimate family 

stories, including the loss of the palace to both the Nazis and the Communists and its recent restitution to the family. Mingle with 

royalty as you survey grand portraits, weaponry, tableware and personal love letters from the Lobkowicz family archives. As a 

special treat, you can trace Mozart’s red-inked annotations to Handel’s “Messiah” and study Beethoven’s Fourth and Fifth 

Symphony manuscripts. Your visit includes an elegant lunch in the Lobkowicz family’s original living quarters and a private 

concert in the baroque concert hall.

Duration: 3.00 Hours

CZPRGPSO04   Jewish Prague

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 31, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

Landmarks of Judaism in a Medieval City -- Immerse yourself in the Josefov, or Jewish Quarter, of Prague during an 

enlightening walking tour. Jews are thought to have settled in the city as early as the 10th century. Today, the small district lies 

within the larger Old Town and is a rich repository of history. With your guide, you will visit the Maisel Synagogue museum, built 

during the 16th-century Golden Age of the Jewish Ghetto, and the Pinkas Synagogue, a memorial to Holocaust victims. Peruse 

the historic Old Jewish Cemetery, the largest of its kind on the continent, before continuing to the elegant, baroque Klaus 

Synagogue and the neo-Renaissance Ceremonial Hall. Marvel at the Moorish styles of the Spanish Synagogue and the Gothic 

exterior of the Old New Synagogue, the oldest active synagogue in Europe. Note that this excursion requires the ability to 

navigate many stairs and that synagogues are closed to the public on Jewish holidays.

Duration: 2.00 Hours

CZPRGPSO05   Prague Food Tour

Tour Price: $119.00 USD

May 31, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

Prague in Five Tasty Courses -- Enjoy a delicious tour of Prague’s respected food and beverage purveyors. Meet your guide 

and learn how the city has infused new life and flavor into its cuisine, reflecting a new optimism and creativity long absent from 

the tables of the formerly Communist-ruled city. Begin your tour with a visit to one of Prague’s modern delicatessens for a taste 

of the classic Czech appetizer “oblozene chlebicky,” a fast-food favorite typically enjoyed at any time of the day or night. 

Continue to a local family-owned restaurant and savor a tasting of signature Czech dishes, accompanied by wine or locally 

brewed beer. You tour ends with a visit to Prague’s famous Cafe Salvia—a legacy from the Austro-Hungarian Empire that is 

steeped in history. Enjoy coffee and Czech pastries at this iconic venue, which has been frequented by actors and audiences 

from the National Theater since the late 19th century.
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Duration: 4.00 Hours

CZPRGPSO07   Prague Folklore Dinner

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

May 31, 2019  06:45 PMDate:

A Feast and a Dance in a Rustic Court -- Raise a glass to the vibrant and colorful traditions of Czech culture during a fun-filled 

evening of food, dance and wine. In the Bohemian countryside, villagers once gathered to celebrate the harvest, marriages and 

other events. Today, there is a village gala most every night at Prague’s Cicovicky Dvur, or the court of the village of Cicovice. 

Travel to this rural setting for a unique opportunity to experience firsthand the traditions that have shaped Czech identity over 

the centuries. Settle in to the rustic country hall as a lively ensemble of dancers, singers and musicians in traditional dress 

regale you with songs that have endured for generations. Enjoy the strains of violins, a dulcimer and other instruments during a 

typical Czech meal served family style. This uplifting evening of carefree entertainment captures the spirit of Bohemia and 

Moravia. You might even learn a traditional dance or two.

Duration: 7.00 Hours

CZPRGPSO02   Terezin

Tour Price: $89.00 USD

June 01, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

Tour a Former Ghetto and Concentration Camp -- Visit a historic fortified city built by Hapsburgs and commandeered by 

Nazis. Terezin was conceived as a fortress town in the late 18th century, when the Hapsburg Emperor ordered the construction 

of Theresienstadt—named after his mother, Empress Maria Theresa. Terezin was later established as a town in the newly 

formed Czechoslovakia. Nazi Germany took it over in 1938 and transformed it into a ghetto and, later, a notorious concentration 

camp. During this moving visit, you will see the former prisoner cells, residences of the Gestapo and some of the underground 

corridors. After visiting the ghetto and museum, drive to Litomerice, one of the Czech Republic’s oldest and most beautiful 

cities. Enjoy lunch at a microbrewery, with a brief tour of its brewing facilities if you wish. There will be ample time to explore the 

town, awash in baroque and Renaissance architecture and home to the largest market square in Bohemia.

Duration: 7.00 Hours

CZPRGPSO03   Kutna Hora

Tour Price: $89.00 USD

June 01, 2019  09:00 AMDate:

A Bohemian Enclave with a Rich Past -- Discover the impressive architecture and historic treasures of one of the Czech 

Republic’s most important towns, once an economic and cultural rival to Prague. Built on silver mining from the 13th century, 

Kutna Hora became a thriving crossroads of trade. Drive with your guide into the scenic Czech countryside, passing farmland 

and gently rolling hills. En route, you will briefly pause at the Sedlec Ossuary, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. This curious 

Roman Catholic chapel is artistically adorned with human skeletal bones. After, continue to Kutna Hora and the vast St. Barbara 

Cathedral, also a UNESCO Site, one of Central Europe’s most impressive Gothic structures. Dedicated to the patron saint of 

miners, it took more than 500 years to build because of the town’s waxing and waning economy. After viewing the interior, enjoy 

a walking tour of the town, followed by lunch at a local restaurant and free time to explore.

Duration: 3.50 Hours

CZPRGPSO10   Historic Prague by E-Bike

Tour Price: $99.00 USD

June 01, 2019  10:00 AMDate:

Pedal Past Scenic Sights of the Czech Republic’s Capital City -- Discover the important historic sights of Prague during an 

e-bike ride through several of its fascinating districts. Meet your guide and receive an orientation briefing about your e-bike, then 

start pedaling through the narrow cobblestone streets of the Old Town, passing colorful buildings and medieval squares and 

making your way through the Jewish Quarter. Learn about the devastating floods of 2002 and 2013, and the efforts to rebuild 

the affected areas. Cross over the Vltava River and into the hilly forest paths of Petrin Park, where you will stop for scenic views 

of the city at the 1,240-foot-tall Petrin Tower. Continue on to see Prague Castle, an expansive complex of buildings that includes 

the Old Royal Palace and St. Vitus Church. Stop for refreshment before cycling through Kampa Park, and view the Lennon 

Wall; since 1980, this stretch of wall has been covered with graffiti and lyrics inspired by the late Beatle.
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Duration: 3.50 Hours

CZPRGPSO09   Operation Anthropoid

Tour Price: $69.00 USD

June 01, 2019  02:00 PMDate:

Trace a Covert War Operation by Foot -- Learn about a secret World War II mission carried out by the Czech resistance and 

visit sights associated with it. Operation Anthropoid was a covert plan to assassinate one of Hitler’s most powerful generals, 

Reinhard Heydrich. It was the war’s only successful elimination of a senior Nazi leader. Drive with your guide to Powder Gate at 

the Old Town and walk to the square. Stop at the Cubist House of the Black Madonna, where the resistance regularly met. 

Gather before the Town Hall to learn about the uprising and visit the Maisel Synagogue to hear how the Holocaust affected 

Prague. Then walk to the University of Law, headquarters of the SS, and learn why International Students Day, November 17, is 

so important here. Continue to the Church of Saints Cyril and Methodius; at its War Resistance Museum, you will step into an 

underground crypt that was the last hideout of Czech paratroopers.

GENERAL TERMS

TRANSPORTATION

Licensed and insured late-model coaches, vehicles, watercraft and other modes of transportation are utilized where available .

MEALS AND REFRESHMENTS

Included when indicated in the tour description.

GUIDES

Licensed, English-speaking local guides accompany all tours, where available .

ENTRANCE FEES

Tours include all required admission fees, where applicable .

What Should I Wear?

When going on a shore excursion, comfortable walking shoes, sunglasses, a hat and sunscreen are suggested. You may 

consider bringing an umbrella, raincoat, sweater or jacket. And don’t forget your camera .

CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS

- In order to ensure quality guides and sufficient transportation, we must provide the tour operator with passenger counts in 

advance of the start of the cruise.  

- Online booking and cancellations will close 10 days before your cruise sets sail.

- From this 10 day pre-sail period to 3 days from sailing, you can cancel items by calling us - for a full refund.

- When you are within 3 days of cruise / cruise tour start date, there will be no refunds given.

- Items cancelled through My Viking Journey and by calling us, will be processed and refunded back to the credit card used 

for the purchase. Please allow 14 business days for this to be reflected on your online statement. 

- Tours require minimum participation levels to operate so please sign up as early as possible.

- Tours operate rain or shine.

PRICES, ITINERARIES AND GENERAL INFORMATION

- The information contained in this document was current at the time of printing; however changes may occur before your 

scheduled departure. Please consult the Explorers’ Desk on board for information and current pricing.

- During local or national holidays, access to certain facilities (such as museums or archaeological sites) may be limited or 

denied. In such instances, adjustments will be made to minimize inconvenience to guests.

- Some tours have limited availability. Please sign up early to avoid disappointment.

- Viking Cruises reserves the right to require guests to complete a liability waiver for select shore excursions. For more 

information, please visit the Explorers’ Desk.
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SHORE EXCURSION TERMS & CONDITIONS

PLEASE NOTE

While the greatest care has been taken to offer the finest services available, Viking Cruises will not be held responsible for any 

act, event or omission during the time that passengers are not aboard the ship or its tenders. All arrangements for certain 

optional onshore activities, including air transportation, hotel accommodations, ground transfers and shore excursions are made 

by Viking Cruises for the convenience of our guests with the suppliers of the services. Each guest agrees not to hold Viking 

Cruises, its owners, employees, agents or representatives liable for the absence of its own negligence, for any loss, injury, 

expense, or damage which result directly or indirectly from any act or omission, whether negligent or otherwise, of any person 

or firm which provides any goods or services in connection with any optional travel component other than water transportation 

or any other option that is available for purchase.

Arrangements with independent contractors include, but are not limited to, services, products and transportation provided 

elsewhere on board Viking Cruises vessels in connection with shore excursions, whether arranged or organized by shore 

excursion operators, travel agents or Viking Cruises. Tours including hotel accommodations and transportation by vessel(s) not 

owned or operated by Viking Cruises or by air, rail or land are not under the supervision and control of Viking Cruises.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Notwithstanding that Viking Cruises, at the guest’s option, arranges air transportation, hotel accommodations, groups transfers, 

shore excursions and other services with independent suppliers of the services, it should be understood that Viking Cruises, 

being a “for profit entity”, earns a fee on the sale of the optional services. Shore excursion departure times are subject to 

change so please reference the onboard newsletter, the Viking Daily for confirmed departure times.

NOTICE

All Viking Cruises shore excursions fares are listed in booking currency, are per person and are subject to change and 

availability. Shore excursions include all required admission fees, where applicable. Private arrangements may not include 

entrance fees. Some tours are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn at any time without prior notice. While Viking Cruises 

makes every effort to adhere to the specifics mentioned in each shore excursion description, circumstances may require 

otherwise. All shore excursion information contained in this shore excursion book is subject to change without notice at the 

discretion of Viking Cruises. All shore excursion descriptions and fares listed are subject to change without notice. Viking 

Cruises is not responsible or liable for typographical errors, omissions or misprints.


